The actual research deals with determining by a new protocol the necessary parameters considering a three-dimensional model to simulate in a realistic way the turning process on machine tool. This paper is dedicated to the experimental displacements analysis of the block tool/block workpiece with self-excited vibrations. In connection with the turning process, the self-excited vibrations domain is obtained starting from spectra of two accelerometers. One three-axes accelerometer is placed on the tool and one unidirectional accelerometer is placed on the front bearing of the spindle. The existence of a displacements plane attached to the tool edge point is revealed. This plane proves to be inclined compared to the machines tool axes. This plane contains an ellipse that is the place of the points of the tool tip displacements. We establish that the tool tip point describes an ellipse. This ellipse is very small and can be considered as a small straight line segment for the stable cutting process (without vibrations). In unstable mode (with vibrations) the ellipse of displacements is really more visible. A difference in phase occurs between the tool tip displacements on the radial direction and on the cutting one. The feed motion direction and the cutting one are almost in phase. The values of the long and small ellipse axes (and their ratio) shows that these sizes are increasing with the feed rate value. A weak growth (6%) of the long and small axes ratio is obtained when the feed rate value decreases. The axis that goes through the stiffness center and the tool tip represents the maximum stiffness direction. The maximum (resp. minimum) stiffness axis of the tool is perpendicular to the large (resp. small) ellipse displacements axis. The self-excited vibrations appearance is strongly influenced by the system stiffness values, their ratio, and their direction. FFT analysis of the accelerometers signals allows to reach several important parameters and establish coherent correlations between tool tip displacements and the static-elastic characteristics of the machine tool components tested (see Bisu 2007). 
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Introduction
The machine tools dynamic phenomena come from the elastic system machine/cutting process interaction [17, 19, 21, 23 ]. This interaction is, thus, the dynamic aspects generating source classically met in the machine tools use [18, 25] . The cutting process actions applied to the elastic machining system cause relative tool/workpiece displacements that generate vibrations [20] . These modify the chip section, the contact pressure, the speed of relative movement, etc. Consequently, the cutting process instability can cause the dynamic system instability of the machine tool: vibrations appear [34] . They have an undesirable effect on the machined workpiece surface quality and on the tool wear [2, 37] . Maintenance problems may occur, even ruptures of the machine tools elements [45] . Thus, it is necessary to develop numerical and experimental models ensuring to study the vibratory phenomena during machining, in order to obtain the stable process in cutting [15, 21, 28, 43] . Considerable efforts were developed to model the cutting process correctly. However, at the present time, the suggested solutions are still far from providing sufficiently relevant and general models to translate in an acceptable way all the available experimental results [10, 11] . Models become very complex for studying the three-dimensional model and nonstationary cutting conditions, particularly in the case of the vibratory situations [3, 14, 18, 31, 33, 41] . A model for the expression of cutting forces uncertainty in different cutting conditions was proposed [1] . The model enables the uncertainty prediction of cutting force measurements, for a defined cutting parameters range, based on calibration data and measurements collected in a few experiments run using a factorial design. The results showed that the contributions in the uncertainty budget from single cutting force measurements are balanced between the calibration error on the channel where the force is measured and the cumulative error due to the cutting parameters variation. Being responsible for approximately 50% of the uncertainty in single force experiments, the cutting parameters variation may be responsible for the scatter of cutting force measurements found in the literature.
Today, machine tools have rather high dynamic behaviors with regard to rigidities and damping capacities. However, the causes of the appearance of vibrations, or unstable modes, are given by the cutting dynamics process under various working conditions. In other words, under certain conditions, the cutting interaction process with the machine tool elastic system causes the appearance of vibrations. Self-sustained vibrations are observed. These vibrations, due to the cutting process, have frequencies close to the natural system frequencies and are generated by the cutting actions variation, variation that depends on the various parameters characteristic of the process [12, 13, 20] .
These parameter modifications lead to the variations of relative displacements of tool/workpiece and tool/chip. Variations of the chip section are generated, inducing variations of the cutting actions, and thus maintaining the vibrations. It is thus advisable to take into account these parameter variations in a threedimensional model cutting process, which requires a specific determination. These problems were already studied in the past. Different methods were used to estimate workpiece elastic deflections under cutting forces in turning by using analytical modelling of workpiece elastic deflections, by finite element (via Castigliano's second theorem) [2] , and by finite differences [38] . In
